CONDUCT SQUAD DRILL
(Ref: TC 3-21.5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, paragraph 7-17)

STUDENT (Rank, Last, First, MI)

FACILITATOR (Rank, Last, First, MI)

DATE:

SPC CARL,

PERFORMANCE STEPS
FORM THE SQUAD

GO

1. Comes to the Position of Attention
2. Commands “FALL IN”
3. Commands “Count OFF”

ALIGN THE SQUAD
4. Commands “Dress Right, DRESS”
5. Faces to the Half Left in marching and marches by the most direct route to a position on line with
the squad, halts one step from the right flank man, and faces down the line
6. Verifies the alignment of the squad
7. Faces to the Half Right in marching, returns to his position (center of the squad), halts perpendicular to
the formation, faces to the left
8. Commands “Ready, FRONT”
(Executes “About FACE,” facing the SGL)

INSPECT THE SQUAD
(Facilitator directs squad leader “INSPECT YOUR SQUAD.” Do not exchange salutes. Execute “About, FACE.”)
9. Marches forward and to the left, inclining until at a point 15 inches in front of and centered on first squad
member. Remains at a modified Position of Attention moving head and eyes only. After inspecting at
the center position, takes a short step forward and left and inspects, returns to the center and steps forward
and right and inspects, and returns to the center. Facesto the right as in marching and takes two steps, halts,
and faces the next member. (Repeat as necessary)
10. After inspecting the last Soldier, the squad leader faces to the right as in marching and marches aroun d
behind the squad, inclining as necessary. While the squad leader marches back to his post, he inspects
the squad from the rear
11. After resuming his post facing the squad, the squad leader commands “AT EASE”
(Execute “About FACE,” assume AT EASE.)

MARCH THE SQUAD
(Facilitator directs squad leader “MARCH THE SQUAD.” Assume Position of Attention. Execute “About, FACE”)
12. Commands
13. Commands
14. Commands
15. Commands
16. Commands
17. Commands
18. Commands
19. Commands

“Squad, ATTENTION”
“Right, FACE”
“Forward, MARCH”
“Column Right (and Left), MARCH”
“Column Half-Right (and Left), MARCH”
“Right (and Left) Flank, MARCH”
“Rear, MARCH” (Student may need to reposition or give second “Rear MARCH”)
“Squad, HALT”
(Execute “Right, FACE.”)

DISMISS THE SQUAD
20. Commands “DISMISSED”
Facilitator's Comments:

Student's Comments:

FINAL SCORE: 100 - 0 =

Facilitator's Signature and DATE:
Student's Signature and DATE:

NO GO

